
Japanese Baseball Perspective of American baseball  

1. The Japanese think that the American’s crying when they lose is a form of showing to 

much emotion. Since the Japanese are not very emotional people. So to them it is a 

symbol or sign of weakness. You just working on always improving themself it is not 

about crying when they lose it is about improving. 

2. The Japanese believe that American baseball players are traders because they can 

basically switch teams whenever they want. Where as in Japan they don’t do that they 

stay loyal to the team they start with and don’t switch up teams because it is considered 

very disrespectful. This goes with Samurai form of respect is you are loyal only to one 

team and one area. 

3.  They think that American baseball teams are weak because they don’t train very hard at 

all. The Japanese train all year long and have about the same amount of games in a 

season even though they have 12 teams compared to the 30 American Teams. American 

teams don’t don’t train all year long so the Japanese think they are not full dedicated to 

what is their full time jobs. 

 

 

American Baseball Perspective of Japanese baseball 

1. The American baseball believe that Japanese baseball is weird for not being willing to 

change teams for better pay and other things like housing and being closer to family. 

They think it is weird to not change teams or be trade that you stay with that team all of 

you career until they want to let you go. 



2. American believe Japanese it is unusual and weird that High School baseball is more 

popular than professional baseball. National high school baseball is aired Nationwide on 

tv and across all prefectures.  

3. Americans think Japanese baseball because they are not emotionally attached to the game 

is what the American players think.  

 

 

I believe Americans views of Japanese baseball is cultural because their baseball is so unknown 

to Americans. We don’t take the time to understand Japanese cultural or another cultural. If they 

took the time to understand cultural then they would understand why the Japanese players have 

so much respect and love for the game and their teams. Where as the Japanese players it is also 

cultural for them and why they believe the perspective they have formed of American baseball 

players.  They don’t understand why Americans don’t show very much respect to their coaches 

and teammates along with being so dedicated to the sport of baseball. They don’t spend hours 

training and to Japanese that is weird because they do that consistently and live by the motto of 

trying your best and working your hardest at whatever you choose to do with your life. This is 

definitely a very cultural problem that both cultures don’t understand the other cultural 

completely so it is a battle. They need to take time to each other and that would somewhat help 

change the perspectives of what they believe about the other groups culture. 


